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“BYU dancers move about with ease and comfort with their bodies, and the trust and confidence that they displayed in
their partners made the dance feel friendly and uplifting.”
Chitra Shridha, Bharatanatyam dancer, India
“A performance brimming with fanciful movement and visual delights.”
China Daily News Web (CDNNews), Taiwan
“The dancers deliver some joyously unconfined choreography. One feels buoyed by their genuine vigor and unflagging
force of energy…It is, every minute of it, thoroughly charming.”
Sjoerd Meijer, Arts Director, Daily News, Durban, South Africa
“The performance was great. The people attending enjoyed it and many commented they had never seen anything of
that quality. Make sure [Contemporary Dance Theatre] knows how much we appreciate the performance.”
Mr. Allred, Coimbatore, India
“The [Contemporary Dance Theatre] event was very well received by the audience. The hall was jam-packed and the
applause was thunderous each time the performers completed a dance. The dancers have an amazing sense of
imagination, innovation, and also creativity. To sum it all, I should say they are awesome!”
Satya Murthy, Hyderabad, India,
“The lives of our friends out there were enriched and the dancers were deeply affected. The combination of
performance and education is terrific. The performers open the doors and then when they meet with people and teach,
as they did the children, lives become richer. This was the first time such a group has ever gone to a village in India and
it has made a difference.”
Roy Welty, Bangalore, India
“The directors, dancers and technicians were extremely professional and positive. They presented a beautiful
performance and touched the hearts of all of those in attendance. ”
Dianne Hale, Carson City, Nevada
“A marvelous performing company…high professional standards and experience…a dance repertoire that everyone in
the community as well as the dancers can enjoy.”
Roberta Bristol, Chairman of Dance, Cabrillo College, Aptos, California
“BYU really is so well trained in teaching and not just performing. The staff at our school was really in awe at how the
dancers were able to involve the students.”
Colleen Twede, California
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Encounters
As we journey through our lives—people, places, and ideas unexpectedly captivate us. Often these encounters
forever change us. Tonight, Encounters invites all to see beauty in the unanticipated, find something new in the
familiar, and be transformed by the connections and exchanges.
These encounters are represented through abstract and literal movements. In Nightstreet, our young dancers
encounter one another’s distinctive personalities. In Chakra, the dancers encounter a unique object that invites
them to discover and explore new possibilities. Our cloggers, through an impressive array of speed and accuracy
encounter the intricacies of foot rhythms in the highly favored Suzy. In Rapture, however, the contemporary
choreography communicates through a more abstract design where people feel joy when surrounded by those they
love. The universal appeal of George Gershwin’s music comes vibrantly alive in our high-flying, flare-filled lindy
hop Fling, Flang, Flung. Influences from the American Deep South resonate throughout Hambone, a lighthearted twist on rhythm as couples compete in a delightfully tricky and playful encounter. Spatial relationships
and captivating syncopation reach a new level in Tap, as the shifting of weight from one direction to the other,
and the softer tones against the louder sounds, give way to more subtle and refined encounters. Light, beauty and
truth are encountered and reflected in Heart Line, a technically challenging contemporary dance by European
master Ihsan Rustem. We end our journey with When We Encounter, a beautifully choreographed piece reflecting
the fascination, confusion, and joy of discovering the differences and commonalities as East meets West.
Just as the ripples in a quiet pond move out from the slight touch of a hand and change shapes and directions as
they meet with other objects in the water, may our lives shift, transform, or be reborn by having encountered each
other in tonight’s performance. Thanks for this opportunity to share. We know our hearts will be changed forever
by tonight’s encounter.

The program will include:
Night Streets
Choreographed by Caroline Prohosky and Graham Brown
This extremely energetic, exuberant, and athletic piece focuses on the individual strengths each dancer brings to
the group at large.

Chakra
Choreographed by nationally recognized choreographer Ivan Pulinkala
When dancers encounter a unique object, they discover and explore possibilities that enlighten and change them.

(more)
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If I Could Medley
Reigning United States Champions cloggers Greg and Maria Tucker, direct their cast of students in a rousing
encounter of speed, accuracy, and rhythm.

Rapture
This contemporary piece, choreographed by Artistic Director, Nathan Balser, portrays the ideal that people are
joyous when surrounded by those they love. It is a mixture of high-speed, exuberant dancing.

Susie
Greg Tucker demonstrates his clever and witty choreographic abilities in this colorful, fun-filled clogging piece
that explores the exuberance of young love.

Fling, Flang, Flung
Curt Holman, the choreographer of the winning United States National Dancesport Championship cabaret routine,
present this high flying, flare filled lindy lop to George Gershwin’s famous composition Sing, Sing, Sing!
“Fling Flang Flung” captures the nostalgia and lure of partner dancing from days gone by, with clever twists and
surprises for modern times. You’ll find yourself tapping your toe and bouncing in your seat as the dancers “fling”
and are “flung” around the floor.

Intermission
Tap
Evan Rogler takes the American art form of tap dance to a new audience pleasing level.

Heart Line
These young people encounter light, beauty and truth in this technically challenging contemporary dance created
by one of the current European choreographic masters, Ihsan Rustem.

When We Encounter
Jiamin Huang has paved the way for a meaningful educational collaboration between the extraordinary talents of
the Beijing Dance Academy students and the BYU dancers. This beautiful modern dance piece explores
connections discovered when Eastern and Western cultures collide.

Finale
A Spectacular Bow. Fun and lovely with performers in various costumes.

Additional information:
Find us at www.facebook.com/BYUContemporaryDanceTheatre!

(more)
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2013-14

China

2012-13

Colorado

2011-12

India

2009-10

Montana, Wyoming

2008-09

Iowa, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Indiana, Michigan

2007-08

New Mexico, Texas

2006-07

Puerto Rico, The Dominican Republic, Jamaica

2005-06

Nevada, California

2004-05

1.
2.

Oregon, Washington
Thailand, Cambodia, Taiwan

2003-04

New Mexico, Texas

2002-03

California, Arizona

2001-02

Arizona, Utah

2000-01

India

1999-00

Northern California

1998-99

Illinois, Missouri, Indiana, Ohio, Michigan

1997-98

1.
2.

Southern California, Arizona
Kennedy Center for Performing Arts, Washington, D.C.

1996-97

1.
2.

Wyoming, Montana, Idaho
Philippines, Korea
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1995-96

1.

Nevada, Northern California

1994-95

1.
2.

Idaho, Oregon, Washington
Australia

1993-94

1.
2.

New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland,
Washington D.C., Connecticut
Kennedy Center for Performing Arts, Washington, D.C.

1.
2.

Utah, Southern California, Nevada
South Africa

1992-93

1991-92

Idaho, Washington

1990-91

Washington D.C., Virginia

1989-90

1.
2.

Wyoming, Montana
Israel, Turkey

1988-89

Southern California

1987-88

Argentina, Chile, Uruguay

1986-87

Arizona, New Mexico

1984-85

1.
2.
3.

Southern California
Philippines, Hong Kong, Korea, Japan, Hawaii
Jordan (Jerash Festival)

1982-83

1.
2.

Hawaii
Iowa

1981-82

Florida, Puerto Rico

1980-81

Texas, Florida, Puerto Rico

1979-80

Minnesota

1978-79

Southern California

1977-78

Northern California

1976-77

Nevada
(end)
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The Contemporary Dance Theatre will bring their modern movements to China during their mid-semester tour
in November of 2013.



In February of 2013, the dancers took their moving performance The Thing About Love to Colorado, and
performed in many cities throughout the state.



During the summer of 2012, the Contemporary Dance Theatre traveled to India for a three week performance
tour. Through workshops and outreaches, the company was able to share its dance aesthetic with dancers
throughout India where contemporary dance is an emerging style of dance.



Since its organization in 1974, Contemporary Dance Theatre, BYU’s unique and theatrical dance ensemble,
has presented creative and exciting programs representing the best in dance as art and entertainment.



In October 2009, the company brought their joy in movement to Montana and Wyoming. They performed in
several charitable, fundraising events and gave five lecture demonstrations, including one in a rehabilitation
center in Glendive, Montana.



The dancers toured the Midwestern United States in April and May of 2009, including performances in Iowa,
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, and Michigan.



Contemporary Dance Theatre brought their unparalleled talent to New Mexico and western Texas in February
2008, providing all who witnessed their performances with a night to remember.



In April and May of 2007, Contemporary Dance Theatre went on a three-week tour through Puerto Rico, the
Dominican Republic, and Jamaica. The tour marked the group’s first visit to the area in 25 years.



Contemporary Dance Theatre performs from a wide modern dance repertoire, including dramatic, jazz,
humorous, and lyrical works choreographed by nationally recognized choreographers, as well as past and
present company directors.



The company is under the artistic direction of Nathan Balser, a professor in BYU’s Dance Department.



Company members are tutored by master teachers and professional dancers. These young people are prepared
to teach as well as perform, and plan to share the joy of movement with hundreds of students through
innovative dance workshops for all ages and abilities.



Contemporary Dance Theatre is one of the most widely toured university-based modern dance companies in
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the United States. Since its creation, the company has toured throughout the United States and in 17 countries
around the world. Tour highlights include: Argentina, Chile, Hawaii, Israel, Turkey, Hong Kong, Korea,
Japan, Australia, the Philippines, South Africa, and India.


Contemporary Dance Theatre originates in the Department of Dance of the College of Fine Arts and
Communications at Brigham Young University. BYU is one of the nation’s largest private universities with an
enrollment of 30,000 students from across the United States and more than 120 foreign countries.
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Article from Bangalore Mirror, in
Bangalore, India (July 31, 2012)

Article from Deccan Herald, in
Bangalore, India (August 2, 2012)
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Article from The Times of India, in
Chennai, India (August 9, 2012)
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Brigham Young University’s Contemporary Dance Theatre is unveiling their new show Encounters.
Through dance and music, Encounters explores the different forms of communication and interactions we as humans
experience, especially through the distinctions of western and eastern cultures. Often, communication serves as a
catalyst for either the improvement or deterioration of relationships both with individuals and with nations;
Encounters serves to explore and discover the depth of the importance of coming to know ourselves and those around
us, which will be performed at (place) on (date) at (time) .
With a balance of light hearted performances and moving choreography, this show is one that will touch
audience members from all walks of life. Group numbers including anywhere from six members to the full company
help to broaden friendships across borders as they dance between cultures. Coming straight from Broadway, this is
Nathan Balser’s first year as artistic director of Contemporary Dance Theatre. With his professional background he
has helped the group grasp a new and creative approach to the contemporary dance genre. With other prestigious
choreographers such as the nationally-recognized Ivan Pulinkala and Ihsan Rustem, the Contemporary Dance
Theatre creates a show that is remembered and discussed long after finale music fades.
The group loves to perform some audience favorites. This includes Chakra where the dancers encounter a
unique object that invites them to discover, Hambone for Two where the performers encounter each other through
rhythmic competition and flirtation, The Boxes, Me and the Sound where dancers take the American art form of tap
dance to a new audience-pleasing level, and Fling,Flang,Flung where the dancers captures the nostalgia and lure of
partner dancing. \

(more)
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Company members are not only known for their sparkling and dramatic performances, but also for their
teaching abilities within schools and community centers. Whether they are on stage or in a school surrounded by
inquisitive children, these young artists strive to celebrate the best in humankind through dance. BYU has one of the
largest dance departments in the U.S., and consequently takes pride in sharing its love of the performing arts through
traveling groups such as Contemporary Dance Theatre.
The reputation of Contemporary Dance Theatre is known worldwide. Since its founding in 1974, the
company has performed in Argentina, Chile, Japan, the Philippines, Korea, Turkey, Israel, South Africa, and
Australia. Contemporary Dance Theatre has toured in the Eastern United States and was selected twice by the
American College Dance Festival to perform at the Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C.
Their trip to China marks their latest international tour after their 2011 visit to India. In China, the company
will hold several performances as well as outreaches to various organizations throughout the country.
In April and May of 2009, Contemporary Dance Theatre toured the Midwestern United States including
performances in Iowa, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana and Michigan. Among their performances were
lecture demonstrations for schools all over the area and a workshop held in an inner city performing arts school in
Detroit. Contemporary Dance Theatre plans to visit Germany, Austria, and the Czech Republic for their summer
2015 tour.
Contemporary Dance Theatre originates in the Department of Dance of the College of Fine Arts and
Communications at Brigham Young University in Provo, Utah. BYU is one of the nation’s largest private universities
with an enrollment of 30,000 students from across the United States and 120 foreign countries.
(end)
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Brigham Young University welcomes home one of its graduates after his time under the bright lights of
Broadway; Nathan Balser returns to his alma mater as a director and choreographer of his first BYU production,
Encounters. As the new director of the Contemporary Dance Theatre, he seeks to introduce his flavor and vision for
this unique collegiate dance company.
Balser works with the students at Brigham Young University as both a teacher and a mentor in the dance
department. His experience on national stages and international film festivals provide an extensive background upon
which he can draw both creative measures and practical technique to educate BYU’s dancers. He uses this position
to impress upon his students the desire and motivation to be dance artists of the future and to continue the high
performance standards of the group. Balser pushes the vision of Contemporary Dance Theatre by providing a blended
showcase of art and entertainment that lifts and shares a touching message to audiences worldwide.
Balser graduated from Brigham Young University in 1998 with a degree in Therapeutic Recreation, after
which he went on to receive a master’s degree in Fine Arts from the University of Utah. Since then, he has performed
in many a Broadway production, and performed in four consecutive Tony Award shows. His casting credits place
him alongside famous musical theatre actresses Kristen Chenoweth, Allyson Janney, and Cheyenne Jackson, and add
experience from 9 to 5: The Musical, Damn Yankees, and Legally Blonde to his musical theatre repertoire. He strives
now to teach his students what he believes to the most important lesson he learned under the national spotlights:
professionalism. This work ethic is reflected not only in his teaching methods but in the technique and discipline of
his students.
The reputation of Contemporary Dance Theatre is well-known around the world. Since its creation in 1974,
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the company has performed in Argentina, Chile, Japan, the Philippines, Korea, Turkey, Israel, South Africa, and
Australia. In August of 2001, the troupe toured through India and enjoyed significant success by conducting dance
workshops and performing for over 5,000 people. The group returned to India during the summer of 2012 to
welcoming and enthusiastic audiences. In addition, Contemporary Dance Theatre has toured in the Eastern United
States and was selected twice by the American College Dance Festival to perform at the Kennedy Center in
Washington, D.C.
Contemporary Dance Theatre originates in the Department of Dance of the College of Fine Arts and
Communications at Brigham Young University in Provo, Utah. BYU is one of the nation’s largest private universities
with an enrollment of 30,000 students from across the United States and 110 foreign countries.

(end)
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In Motion
Contemporary Dance Theatre

“The music, dancing, and
humor engage the students the
entire time. They absolutely
loved it! I wish all
performances were as
interactive as this one.”
- Joseph Bellack, 3rd
Grade Teacher

“ I loved being on stage.”
-Joseph Miller
(Kindergarten)

This 40 to 45 minute interactive performance is engaging
and entertaining. In it, dancers weave together the elements of
dance—space, time and energy—helping the audience see that
dance is an activity that everybody can enjoy. It is an
experience to explore the who, what, when, where, and why of
dance.

“It made me feel happy and
excited and...funny!”
-Kelsey Phillips (3rd Grade)

The lec/dems are designed to capture the attention of whatever
age group the company is performing for whether it be
elementary age children, Jr. or Senior High School students,
university populations or for civic and arts organizations.
Content of the classes varies according to the request and are
always challenging and engaging. Many of our dancers have a
focus in dance education and have taught extensively in the
elementary schools and high schools.
K-12 classes focus on dance as a creative process and
curriculum concepts.
Load-in Time: 30 minutes
Performance Length: 40-45 minutes
Load-out Time: 15 minutes
Total cast members: 8-16
Venue Requirements: Need a space for movement – approx. 40 ‘ x 30 ‘
Need places for men and women to change.
Technical Requirements: Sound system or CD player, Microphone
Contact: Jonathon Wood
801-422-3575 or jcwood@byu.edu
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ANNOUNCER:

1

The Brigham Young University Contemporary Dance Theatre will

2

present an unforgettable evening of motion, color, fun and artistic

3

energy. These entertainers perform with a high level of discipline in an

4

expressive, dramatic style. The message of the performance is seen

5

with a fresh variety of innovative dance moves, stirring music, and fun,

6

unusual props.

7

This contemporary dance ensemble will perform a concert

8

at

(Place)

on

(Date)

at

(Time)

.

Tickets will be available at
For more information call
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